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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Inventory management plays a very crucial role in the performance of business organization. The 

effectiveness of inventory control is directly measurable by how successful an organization is providing high levels of 

customer service and low inventory investment. In small and medium scale enterprises, there is every need to always 

have enough materials in stock so as to ensure that goods and services are offered to all the customers. It is very 

important to ensure that there is efficient supply of various goods to customers at all times because there need comes 

in handy to ensure proper performance of the supplies and stores department. Hence, This research paper aims to 

assess the effect of an effective inventory management practice on the operation and productivity of small and 

medium scale businesses.  

1.1. Inventory management in SMEs:  

Many researches have been carried out on different inventory management practices and performance and 

these studies have contributed an overwhelming knowledge related to inventory management and organizational 

performance. Maria and Jones (2003) argue that implementation of proper inventory management practice involves 

providing high-quality products at relatively less cost. They further point out that it is essential to establish a daily 

ordering and frequent calculation of inventory turns. On the other hand, Ballon (2000) argues that inventory cost 

should be considered while taking inventory decisions. He found that inventory carrying costs typically range from 

20% to 40% of inventory value. Palmer, and Dean (2000) are of the opinion that selection of right inventory 

management practice is a must for a company’s inventory management performance. Gill, Biger, and Mathur (2010) 

argue that excess inventory is an operational liability, because it uses valuable storage space and increases inventory 

costs. Raw material ordering frequency is identified as an important factor contributing to inventory cost. Frequent 

ordering in small quantity is considered as an important strategy. This is very relevant in the context of SMEs. This is 

because SMEs generally do not get the benefits of quantity discount. Their purchase requirement quantity of material 

is normally less to enable them to get these benefits. Hence for SMEs, frequent purchasing is appreciated. The 

management of SME studies viewed the need for a more formal procedure to calculate its inventory policy 

parameters. The growing investment in inventory combined with an increasing number of backorders and lost sales 

lead to lower profitability. Therefore, it was decided to follow a more scientific approach than the currently used rules 

of thumb to establish inventory policy parameters with the objective of optimizing inventory cost. Koumanakos 

(2008) in his study aimed at testing the hypothesis that efficient inventory management leads to an improvement in a 

firm’s financial performance. The results revealed that the higher the level of inventories preserved, departing from a 

lean manufacturing, by an enterprise the lower is its rate of returns. Jonsson and Mattsson (2008) studied the use of 

material planning methods to control material flow inventories of purchased items. The study explored the perceived 

planning performance of material planning methods used to control material flow in different types in manufacturing 
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and distribution companies. They also evaluated the difference in perceived planning performance depending on the 

way planning parameters are determined and the methods used. 

1.2. Objective of Inventory Management:  

According to Dobbler (1996), the main objective of inventory management and control is to provide services 

to the customers at a very minimum cost. The financial objective is the ability of funds to make the management’s 

requirement of how much is needed in investing in inventory so that cash has not been tightened in a stock leaving 

other needs areas with no working capital. Under property protection objective, inventory represents money. So this 

objective gives the inventory controller the obligation to insure that inventories are safeguarded and protected against 

all possible hazards, including theft, wastage, and misappropriation of inventory, therefore there should be proper 

inventory control of stock. The aim of operating objective is to find the point of compromise between customer 

service level and economy of operations in terms of inventory levels to the support of manufacturing process. To 

ensure that organization objectives are achieved, policies should be established to make available materials and when 

required with regard to ordering cost, holding cost, and working capital by considering three questions: what to order, 

how much to order, and when to order. 

Need for good inventory management practice in Small and Medium Scale business 

Inventory management is a good practice for any company. If you are not keeping a watchful eye on your 

inventory or counting stock regularly, you are setting yourself up for potential inventory errors and challenges. Proper 

inventory management really can make or break your business! Keep the following benefits in mind as you weigh the 

cost of not implementing an inventory management strategy: 

A good inventory management strategy improves the accuracy of inventory orders. 

  Proper inventory management helps you figure out exactly how much inventory you need to have on-hand. 

This will help prevent product shortages and allow you to keep just enough inventories without having too much in 

the warehouse. 

A good inventory management strategy leads to a more organized warehouse. 

A good inventory management strategy supports an organized warehouse. If your warehouse is not organized, 

you will have a hard time managing your inventory. Many companies choose to optimize their warehouses by putting 

the highest selling products together and in easily accessible places in the warehouse. This, in turn, helps speed up the 

order fulfillment process and keeps customers happy. 

A good inventory management strategy helps save time and money. 

Inventory management can have real-time and monetary benefits. By keeping track of which products you 

have on-hand or ordered, you save yourself the effort of having to do an inventory recount to ensure your records are 

accurate. A good inventory management strategy also helps you save money that could otherwise be wasted on slow-

moving products. 

A good inventory management strategy increases efficiency and productivity. 

Inventory management devices, such as barcode scanners and inventory management software, can help 

drastically improve your efficiency and productivity. These devices will help eliminate manual processes so your 

employees can focus on other – more important – areas of the business. 

A good inventory management strategy keeps your customers coming back for more. 

It’s a fact that good inventory management leads to what you are constantly striving for – repeat customers. If 

you want your hard-earned customers to come back for your products and services, you need to be able to meet 

customer demand quickly. Inventory management helps you meet this demand by allowing you to have the right 

products on-hand as soon as your customers need them. 

1.3 Approaches in Inventory Management: 
An inventory is a warehouse or storage location where a business maintains stocks of its products so that it 

can ensure swift delivery of those products on the order. With the ever increasing demand in products, more and more 

management practices have evolved to ease the process of product procurement by the customer. Highly efficient 

delivery systems and supply chains are developed to ensure efficient delivery of the products to their consumers. In 

the current scenario when customer satisfaction and service have become a prime reason for a business to stand apart 

from its competition, the need for effective inventory management is largely seen more as a necessity than a mere 

trend. Project management is a field of management that deals with the effective management of various types of 

projects. You can take up a course on project management to learn more about it. 

To understand the various inventory management techniques it is crucial to know why it is important. 

 First, a mismanaged inventory can lead to an unnecessary increase in the working capital. The excess funds 

could have been fruitfully directed to fuel the company’s growth initiatives or research and development 

efforts. 

 Second, effective inventory management would lead to low storage costs, which will in turn lead to an 

increase in the company’s profits. Storage space is expensive; if you are able to manage your inventory well 

https://www.udemy.com/projectmanagement/?tc=blog.inventorymanagementtechniques
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and able to reduce the amount of goods that you need to store, then you will require less space, which will in 

turn lead to low warehouse rental costs. 

 Third, it can help you satisfy your customers by providing them with the products they need in the swiftest 

manner. Poor inventory management leads to lower availability of goods and higher delivery time. Hence, if 

you want to gain those service satisfaction stars, you need to manage your inventory well. 

 Fourth, goods stored in inventory over a long period may spoil. This leads to unnecessary overheads in 

operating a business. Hence, proper inventory management can help you reduce those costs greatly. 

 Fifth, if you have inventories scattered in various locations, you need a proper system to manage those 

inventories on the basis of demand and supply. Inventory management techniques can help you go a long way 

in managing multiple inventories. 

Various businesses have employed the basic inventory management techniques or inventory control methods to keep 

their inventory costs in check. Inventory management has become an intrinsic part of supply chain management. 

There are various methods that an organization may use to manage its inventory: 

1.4. Just in Time (JIT): 

As the name suggests, the JIT inventory management technique says that the item will be ordered only if it is 

needed for shipping or manufacturing. The item may be ordered a few days back depending on the delivery time 

promised by the supplier. A mandatory requirement of this approach is the proper identification of each item before 

the manufacturer or reseller requires it. Since, there can be many goods required by supplier or manufacturer at any 

time, each and every future requirement should be properly identified and timely ordered. Another crucial requirement 

for this technique is the timely delivery of the order by the supplier. Since the item is ordered just before it is needed, 

any delay in the arrival of the item may delay the whole production process; this may be treated as a drawback in the 

approach. The JIT inventory management technique helps reduce the size of the inventory and leads to low storage 

costs. Although, early identification and order of all items required in the future should always be there to make this 

approach effective. Early identification of risks is also a prime concern in managing a business properly; click here to 

take a course on how to manage risk in Information Technology.There are several components to JIT that deserve 

mention in this research paper: 

 Production in Small Lots: The philosophy encourages production in smaller lots rather than bulk production. 

Bulk production takes much time, whereas smaller lots need less storage space and less manufacturing time 

than large lots. 

 Short Business Setup Time: If a business agrees to produce in small lots, it will require less time for setup. 

Since, the production is less, little inventory space is needed which leads to lower costs. 

 High Quality in Delivery: Since, the goods are produced in smaller lots and as-and-when they are needed. 

Businesses can ensure high quality standards by inspecting each and every one of their products. Quality 

control is very difficult in case of bulk productions, which may make it very difficult to inspect each and 

every product after arrival in the warehouse or manufacturing. That is why JIT inventory management 

systems are very efficient in maintaining high quality standards in their inventory. 

 Excellent Preventative Maintenance: JIT approach makes it possible for the application of an excellent 

preventative maintenance strategy. Since, business downtimes can lead to irreparable losses, JIT is essential to 

maintain a good inventory management system. 

 Commitment of Supplier on Timely Delivery: Since JIT is highly dependent on the close cooperation and 

close coordination between suppliers and the procurers, each and every supplier should be committed to 

making deliveries on time. Since untimely delivery of orders can lead to delayed production or low customer 

satisfaction, a level of commitment is necessary for the suppliers to make timely deliveries. 

 Employees with a Flexible Attitude: The employees of the business should be able to respond proactively to 

the changing business scenarios. Flexible attitude of employees is essential to make the JIT approach 

beneficial for business. You can also take this course on mastering productivity and managing time to learn 

how to achieve a smooth business functioning. 

1.5. Accurate Response: 

The inventory management approach of accurate response is an excellent mechanism that helps businesses 

manages their inventory, which may get overloaded due to improper forecasts. Businesses greatly manage their 

inventory on the basis of future demand predictions. It has become increasingly important for these forecasts to be 

accurate for a business to keep itself alive in the cut-throat competition. Since more and more companies have come 

up with sophisticated inventory management systems that give accurate forecasts on product demands, the need for 

accurate response is highly needed. Bad forecasts lead to businesses storing huge amount of inventory due to expected 

future demands. This leads to many storage costs and bad management of inventory. With the accurate response 

inventory management practice, one can reduce the unpredictability in the markets by making more accurate 

predictions. The underlying principle in making an accurate response strategy is identifying the products for which 

https://www.udemy.com/it-risk-management/?tc=blog.inventorymanagementtechniques
https://www.udemy.com/productivity-mastery-professional/?tc=blog.inventorymanagementtechniques&couponCode=half-off-for-blog
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demand can be forecast. Then the product whose demand can’t be predicted is kept away from the predictable 

products.The accurate response method helps businesses better manage and predict their inventory. First, all the items 

that were not available and lead to a drop of sales are incorporated in the total costs so that these products are available 

for maintaining customers. Second, products are classified as predictable and unpredictable so that proper inventory 

stock can be maintained for the predictable products.  The various benefits of the accurate response inventory 

management techniques are: 

 Delivery Success: By maintaining an inventory of the predictable products, businesses can ensure successful 

delivery of products that would otherwise have resulted in a loss of sales. An inventory of predictable 

products can be maintained for the future to ensure swift delivery and unpredictable products can be kept on a 

deliver-on-order basis. This helps in reducing inventory storage, delivering products proactively, and reducing 

costs. 

 Lower Costs: Inaccurate forecasts can lead to an increase in the price of goods stored because retailers, 

wholesalers and distributors incorporate the overheads incurred due to storage of these products into product 

costs. Accurate response can prevent this and help the sellers lower the cost of such products and gain a 

competitive advantage. 

1.6. Drop-shipping: 

The method involves a seller making a drop-shipping contract with another company. The best part of the 

technique is that there is no need to bear the cost of inventory; the seller can directly transfer the order to a drop-

shipping company, which will then take the responsibility of delivering the item to the customer. The seller receives a 

certain percentage of the sales that he can make. The downside to this method is that the seller does not have any 

control over the shipping of the item and cannot cross check the quality of the shipment. Check out the top 10 ways of 

inventory management here. 

1.7. Procuring Bulk Shipments: 

This is an age-old method of managing inventories; the method relies on the principle that if you purchase 

goods in bulk, you are able to procure them in much lower costs. The method can only be employed if a business is 

sure that he will be able to sell that product. If a product is in high demand then you should consider using this 

inventory management technique which is sure to save you much money. Apart from these practices there are many 

techniques that will help you manage your inventory. As businesses are becoming more competitive, more and more 

inventory management practices have come into the light. However, there are a certain pointers that should always be 

kept in mind if you really want to successfully manage your inventory: 

 Do not maintain too much inventory in your warehouse. If a certain quantity of product is needed after a 

year, do not go forth and unnecessarily bear its storage costs for one whole year. Make use of the different 

accurate forecasting methods to help you efficiently procure the goods in a timely manner before demand 

escalates. 

 Make sure that you track your inventory items properly. Using bar codes and inventory tracking software 

you need to make sure that there are no counting errors that were incurred while accessing an inventory. 

Inaccurate tracking can lead to a false promise to customers, who will give you a difficult time if you are not 

able to fulfill your promise of delivering the order on time. 

 Order products on the basis of priorities. The products that are in most demand should be ordered first and 

so forth. If you keep on randomly storing products in your inventory, then you will unnecessarily incur huge 

storage costs. 

 You should always use proper inventory management software to manage your inventory. Even if you 

own a small business, you will need to have the proper software with data backup modules to help you 

manage inventory efficiently. 

 You should always have a backup plan in case of system failures. Also, you should backup your inventory 

data into remote systems so that there is no accidental loss of inventory data. A good backup plan can go a 

long way in making your inventory management more efficient process. 

1.8. Problems of Inventory Control:  

Brent and Travis (2008) argued that, the angle of each department in the enterprise is generally different. Each 

department looks at inventories in a different manner. The production department wants to keep the inventories at a 

sufficient level at all time.  Since production department is interested in producing at minimum possible cost and keep 

the workers (skilled and unskilled) occupied all the time, it wants a continuous production for which regular flow of 

inventories in sufficient quantity and of required quality is a must. The production department wants to maintain the 

tempo. The sales department, on the other hand, is interested in ensuring a maximum number of customer for which it 

always wants a good stock of all the finished products. The transport department is interested in keeping its fleet intact 

and all the time in serviceable condition for which the department needs sufficient stock of spare parts, and 

consumable items as its disposal. The finance department, on the other hand, may all the time feel that inventories are 

http://smallbusiness.chron.com/top-ten-ways-manage-inventory-11099.html
http://smallbusiness.chron.com/top-ten-ways-manage-inventory-11099.html
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consuming capital and looking up the capital. If the capital is free from there, the department may feel then the 

working capital so freed from inventories may start earning a good return. The finance department, thus, looks at 

inventories in isolation. It is usually unable to see inventories in relation to the overall objective of the enterprise. The 

individual department thinking poses a problem to the inventory control which has to reconcile the conflicting claims 

of different departments within the framework of the policies and programmes of the enterprise. It is now being 

realized that inventory control problems have to be solved while keeping in view the problems of every phase of 

operation purchase, production, sales and finance. Therefore, an integrated approach is advocated. This approach will 

help in solving the problems of inventory control keeping the costs at their lowest. Proper planning of production, 

efficient and timely purchasing and close 18 control of inventories will result from such an integrated approach to the 

problem (Alade, Sharma, Dinesh and Hari (2004). 

1.9. Research objective: 

This study specifically aims to: 

Examine whether effective inventory management have any significant impact on the productivity of small and 

medium scale businesses, Identify whether proper inventory method was employed in inventory management of small 

and medium scale businesses 

1.10. Hypotheses: The following hypotheses were formulated for the purpose of this study.  

Ho1: Inventory management has no significant impact on the productivity of small and medium scale businesses 

Ho2: Proper inventory method was not adequately employed in inventory management of small and medium scale 

businesses 

 

2. METHODOLOGY: 

The study adopted quantitative survey approach; this approach enables the researchers to quantify and 

describe the existing practice, as well as to assess the effect of inventory management practice on the operation and 

productivity of small and medium scale businesses. The target population of this study comprises of small and 

medium scale enterprises in some selected towns in the fourteen Local Government of Zamfara state. Fourteen towns 

were selected purposively. Target sample sizes of 210 (15 respondents from each local government) Small and 

Medium Scale enterprises were selected using stratified random sampling techniques as respondent for this study. For 

this study, a well structured questionnaire was designed and distributed to collect information from the selected 

sample respondents. A set of questions on each aspect of the inventory management practice has been derived from 

extensive literature review. All questions have been organized by using five Likert scale ranging from Strongly Agree 

to Strongly Disagree. Out of the 210 questionnaires distributed, only 182 were duly filled and returned by the 

respondents. Of these, 158 (86.8%) of the respondents were male; while 24 (13.2%) were females. Their age ranges 

from 23-55, with a mean of 39 years. Data were analyzed through frequency table while Chi-square was used to test 

the hypothesis. 

 

2.1. Hypotheses Testing: 

Hypothesis 1: 

    Inventory management has no significant impact on the productivity of small and medium scale businesses 

     

Responses Hypothetized proportion Observed Freq (0) Expected Freq. (E) 

Chi 

Square 

Strongly Agree 0.2 58 36.4 12.8175824 

Agree 0.2 45 36.4 2.03186813 

Undecided 0.2 12 36.4 16.356044 

Disagree 0.2 29 36.4 1.5043956 

Strongly Disagree 0.2 38 36.4 0.07032967 

  

182 

 

32.7802198 

     Significant Level 0.05 

   P-Value (Asymp. Sig) 0.000001325 

   Chi-Square 32.78 

   Critical Value  9.487729037 

   Source: Researchers Analysis 2020. 

The analysis of result in the table above shows that hypothesis 1 has a calculated value of 32.78 and a critical 

value of 9.49 at 0.05% level of significance and 4 degree of freedom (DF). Based on the above analysis, for which the 

calculated value is above the critical value, the null hypothesis which states that inventory management has no 

significant impact on the productivity of small and medium scale businesses is rejected while the alternative 

hypothesis is accepted. The analysis above therefore deduced that Inventory management has significant impact on the 

productivity of small and medium scale businesses. 
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Hypothesis 2: 

           Proper inventory method was not adequately employed in inventory management of small and medium scale  

Businesses 

      

Responses 

Hypothetized 

proportion Observed Freq (0) Expected Freq. (E)            Chi Square 

 Strongly Agree 0.2      41 36.4 0.58131868 

 Agree 0.2   33 36.4 0.31758242 

 Undecided 0.2 8 36.4 22.1582418 

 Disagree 0.2 53 36.4 7.57032967 

 Strongly 

Disagree 0.2 47 36.4 3.08681319 

 

  

182 

 

33.7142857 

       Significant Level 0.05 

    P-Value (Asymp. 

Sig) 0.000000853 

    Chi-Square 33.71 

    Critical Value  9.487729037 

    Source: Researchers Analysis 2020. 

In the table above, the analysis of the result shows that hypothesis ii has a calculated value of 33.71 and a 

critical value of 9.49 at 0.05% level of significance and 4 degree of freedom (DF). Based on the above analysis, for 

which the calculated value is above the critical value, the null hypothesis which states that Proper inventory method 

was not adequately employed in inventory management of small and medium scale businesses is rejected while the 

alternative hypothesis is accepted. The analysis above therefore deduced that adequate inventory method was duly 

employed in inventory management of small and medium scale businesses and this has in turn boost the productivity 

of the business activities. 

 

3. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION: 
In a nutshell, inventory management enhances low storage costs, ample usage of funds and timely delivery to 

customers. Hence, this study provides empirical evidence to support the literature regarding the effect of inventory 

management practices. The various approaches to inventory management may depend on the requirements of the 

business. The findings of this study deduced that adequate inventory method was duly employed in inventory 

management of small and medium scale businesses and this has in turn boost the productivity of the business 

activities. The study also concludes that Inventory management play significant role in the productivity of small and 

medium scale businesses. The following are some of the recommendations given by the researchers which if 

implemented, will boost its productivity and profitability.  

 The small and medium scale enterprises should try by all means to adhere to inventory polices made, 

Materials or items should never be allowed to leave the stores without proper requisition.  

 The business enterprises should always endeavour to employ the economic order quantity (EOQ) method 

when placing orders. The economic order quantity model puts into account the relevant costs associated with 

ordering and carrying inventory. Every business organization aims at reducing cost to the barest minimum and 

one of the avenues by which this could be achieved is adopting the economic order quantity method of placing 

order.  
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